Abstract. Different environment illumination has a great impact on face detection. In this paper, we present a solution by the face relighting based on the harmonic images. The basic idea is that there exist nine harmonic images which can be derived from a 3D model of a face, and by which we can estimate the illumination coefficient of any face samples. To detect faces under the certain lighting conditions, we relight those original face samples to get more new face samples under the various possible lighting conditions by an illumination ratio image and then add them to the training set. By train a classifier based on Support Vector Machine (SVM), the experimental results turn out that the relighting subspace is effective during the detection under the diverse lighting conditions. We also use the relighting database to train an AdaBoost-based face detector and test it on the MIT+CMU frontal face test set. The experimental results show that the data collection can be efficiently speeded up by the proposed methods.
Introduction
Over the past ten years, face detection has been thoroughly studied in computer vision research for its interesting applications. Face detection is to determine whether there are any faces within a given image, and return the location and extent of each face in the image if one or more faces present [20] .A hierarchical template matching method for face detection was proposed by Miao et al. [10] . Recently, the emphasis has been laid on data-driven learning-based techniques [8, 9, 14, 15, 19, 21] . However, different environment illumination has a great effect on face detection [20] . To build a robust and efficient face detection system, lighting variations is one of the main technical challenges.
In order to deal with the illumination variations on the faces, many methods have been exploited [1, 7, 11, 13, 16] . Recently, Basri et al. [1] and Ramamoorthi et al. [13] presented that the appearance of a convex Lambertian object can be well represented with a 9-D linear subspace. By using spherical harmonics and signal-processing techniques, they have shown that the set of images of a convex Lambertian object obtained under varying lighting conditions can be approximated by a 9-D subspace spanned by nine basis images of the object, called harmonic images, each of which corresponds to an image of the object illuminated under harmonic lights whose distributions are specified in terms of spherical harmonics [1, 13] . This discovery has greatly facilitated the modelling of generic illumination and provides the possibility to solve face recognition problem under varying lighting conditions, especially the outdoor environments. The 9-D subspace defined with harmonic images [1] and Harmonic Exemplars [22] provided the possibility to recognize facial images under the diverse lighting conditions. Based on the face relighting model proposed by Basri and Ramamoorthi, Qing proposed the method to relight faces based on illumination ratio image [12] .Chen presents a genetic algorithm (GA)-based method to swell face database through re-sampling from existing faces and re-lighted the samples by the linear point light source [2] .
In this paper, we propose a method for face relighting based on harmonic images [1, 13] . It is to relight face samples under any certain illumination to simulate the possible lighting variations of faces in the images. By this scheme, we can enrich the lighting variations of the training set. Using these newly produced samples together with the original, we train a classifier SVM and prove that the hit rates can be improved by this method.
The rest of this paper is organized as following: In section 2, we introduce the method to relight face samples to the certain illumination based on the harmonic images. The experiment results are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we give the conclusions.
Face Relighting with the Spherical Harmonics
As discussed in [1, 13] , assuming a face is a convex Lambertian surface, we can denote the face image:
where ρ(x, y) is the albedo of the point (x, y) ; − → n (x, y) is the surface normal direction; − → s is the point light source direction, whose magnitude is the light source intensity. In space-frequency domain, Lambertian surface is a low-pass filter and the set of images of a Lambertian object under varying lighting can be approximated by a 9D linear subspace spanned by the harmonic images [13] . The harmonic images are defines as:
where Y lm is the spherical harmonic at the surface normal; (θ, φ) a pair of angles corresponding to the pixels, is the function of (x, y) and 0
is the spherical harmonics coefficients.
The image under the arbitrary lighting can be written as:
where L lm is the spherical harmonic coefficients of the specific lighting. The nine lower spherical harmonic coefficients L lm ( 0 ≤ l ≤ 2 ) can be estimated as discussed in [13] . Given an input image I (a column vector of n elements, n is the number of pixels in an image), if the harmonic images of an object are known, then the coefficients of the illumination L can be solved by the least squares problem:
where B denotes the harmonic images, arranged as a n×9 matrix. Every column of B contains one harmonic image b lm as in Eq. (2). Assumes a convex Lambertian object in a distant isotropic illumination, its irradiance has been proved that its most energy is constrained in the three low order frequency components and its frequency form can be formulated as [1] [13] :
Once we have estimated the lighting of the original image as in Eq.(4), it is commonsense to relight it to the canonical illumination with the illumination ratio image. According to Eq. (2), (3), (5) , illumination ratio image between the canonical image and the original image is defined as [12] :
where the subscripts are the illumination indexes, and E is the incident irradiance. Relighting image with the illumination ratio image can be rewritten as:
The ratio-image above defined is almost useless since it is only applicable to the original face. However, noticing that all faces have similar 2D and 3D shapes, we can firstly warp all faces to the generic shape and then compute the ratio-image for relighting the face images. It is then easy to reversely warp the relighting image back to its original shape. Currently, we just warp the 2D face image to a predefined mean shape, as defined in ASM. After the warp procedure, all face images are expected to have quite similar 3D shape. Using the face relighting method, we can get samples under the specific illumination conditions. Some relighting examples are illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
Experiment Results

Face-Samples Preprocessing
The data set is consisted of a training set of 6977 images (2429 faces and 4548 non-faces) and two test sets. The first test set (Set1) is composed of 24045 images (472 faces and 23573 non-faces). All of these images were 19 × 19 grayscale and they are available on the CBCL webpage [24] . The second test set (Set2) is a subset of CAS-PEAL, which can be downloaded from [5] . And the subset includes: CAS-PEAL Up 0, CAS-PEAL Dn 0, CAS-PEAL Mid 0, where CAS-PEAL Up 0 means those images are illuminated by the 0 degree light source form overhead, CAS-PEAL Dn 0 and CAS-PEAL Mid 0 are also be captured under 0 degree light source. Some examples are shown in Fig.2 , where the arrows denote the direction of the light source. Using the method presented above, we can relight those face samples in the training set. 
Comparing the Solutions Performance
To train and test the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [18] , we use the SVMFu version 2.001 [23] . We train SVMs using the grayscale values and a polynomial kernel of degree 2. Fig. 3 provides the results for the classifier SVMs trained with different database and tested on Set1. In this figure, we use only the initial data set of CBCL (No-Light), and the initial database together with others 1000 face samples collected from webpage (called No-Light-plus here). It means the NoLight has 2429 face samples, while No-Light-plus has 3429 face samples. The test set is the Set1 as discussed in Section 3.1. From these Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves in Fig. 3 , we can find that the performance improvement of No-Light-plus is much limited compared with that of the No-Light. That is to say only expanding the number of the training set without considering the lighting variations can not improve the performance of the detector distinctly. Fig. 4 provides the results for the classifier SVMs trained with others different database and tested on the testing sets. In these figures, we use only the initial data set of No-Light, and part of the initial database together with others different number face samples, which have been relighted by the methods demonstrated in section 2. Herein, No-Light is those face samples of CBCL database; Relight-300 means we substitute 300 relighting face samples for the same number of samples of CBCL database; and the same is of Relight-500, 700, . . . , 1700. Note all of these eight cases have the same face samples (that is to say 2429 positive examples.). The trained classifier SVMs, by these eight different positive sample sets and the same negative samples of the CBCL database, are tested on Set1 and Set2. The results are illustrated in Fig. 4 . One can find that the presented method can improve the performance of the classifier. Comparing with the former results illustrated in Fig. 3 , we can conclude that the relighting samples are more useful to train the face detectors under varying lighting conditions than simply adding the number of the training samples. However, the improvement of the performance on Set2 is more distinct than that of on Set1. It is because more lighting variations of Set2 contribute to it. It also demonstrates that this scheme will be more efficient for those images with diverse lighting conditions, which is just the problem of other face detectors. From these ROC curves, one can conclude that the performance improvement will decrease with the increasing of the substituted samples, for example, from No-light to Relight-300 compared with from Relight-1500 to Relight-1700. It may be that the certain number of lighting samples can represent the possible lighting variations and it makes this scheme more practical. We get the same results by using different original samples to do these experiments. That means the results are only related to the lighting conditions we relight the samples while it has little relations to the samples themselves.
Evaluation of the Generated Samples
Considering that the solutions performance of the relighting samples is evaluated by the classifier SVM above, they may favor this classifier. In order to verify that the solutions are independent to any special classifier, we use the relighting training set to train another classifier and test its generalization performance. AdaBoost has been used in face detection and is capable of processing images extremely rapidly while achieving high detection rates [19] . Therefore, we use the AdaBoost algorithm to train a classifier. A final strong classifier is formed by combining a number of weak classifiers. For the details of the AdaBoost based classifier, please refer to [3] .
To compare the performance improvement on different training sets, we also use two different face training sets. The face-image database consists of 6,000 faces (collected form Web), which cover wide variations in poses, facial expressions and also in lighting conditions. To make the detection method less sensitive to affine transform, the images are often rotated, translated and scaled [4, 6, 8, 9, 14, 21] . Therefore, we randomly rotate these samples up to ±15
• , translate up to half a pixel, and scale up to ±10%. We get 12,000 face images. And these 12,000 face images constitute the first group No-Relighting. The second group Relighting is composed of 10,000 face images as above-mentioned and 2,000 relighting samples by the proposed method.
The non-face class is initially represented by 10,000 non-face images. Each single classifier is then trained using a bootstrap approach similar to that described in [17] to increase the number of negative examples in the non-face set. The bootstrap is carried out several times on a set of 12,438 images containing no faces.
The resulting detectors, trained on the two different sets, are evaluated on the MIT+CMU frontal face test set which consists of 130 images showing 507 upright faces [14] . The detection performances on this set are compared in Fig. 5 . From the ROC curves one can find that we get the detection rate of 90.8% and 15 false alarms with the detector trained on the set Relighting. Viola reported a similar detection capability of 89.7% with 31 false detects (by voting) [19] . However, different criteria can be used to favor one over another, which will make it difficult to evaluate the performance of different methods even though they use the same benchmark data sets [20] . Some results of this detector are shown in Fig. 6 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel method to relight face training set. This scheme can improve the hit rates of the classifier under the diverse lighting conditions. The experiment results based on SVM and AdaBoost-based classifiers demonstrate the generation performance and its independence on the specific classifier.
